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This robust and factual response to the HRA with comments on the 11 licence blocks to

the west of Somerset is hereby submitted on behalf of campaigning group Frack Free

Chew Valley to rebut the statements within the HRA in relation to its assumption of a

least-worst-case scenario, its lack of caution and its implicit assumption that the

exploitation of shale gas will not contribute to further cumulative greenhouse gas

emissions leading to additional climate change, sea level rise and destruction of coastal

wetland habitat.

PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE

Particular attention has been drawn to the functions of the Precautionary Principle

which are:

• To reduce risk in situations where scientific certainty does not (yet) exist

• To protect future generations (principle of sustainability) and

• When considering potentially damaging operations, to apply the principle that

consent cannot be given unless it is ascertained that there will be no adverse

effect on the integrity of the site.

Wales and Scotland have moratoria on hydraulic fracturing for shale gas based on

perceived risks to environment and people. In England, the parliamentary

Environmental Audit Committee called for a moratorium for the same reasons.

International evidence, notably from Australia and the USA, demonstrates that

unconventional gas operations presents potentially serious risks to the environment

and human health, either through pollution or the effects of climate change, albeit those

countries have greater land masses.

SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE

Social acceptance of the risk must also be considered. The government survey, August

15 2015, showed that only 21% of people support hydraulic fracturing for shale gas.
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SCIENTIFIC UNCERTAINTY

If the scientific evidence that hydraulic fracturing for shale gas does not cause negative

impacts on the environment is uncertain then the government has a duty to follow the

Precautionary Principle and exercise caution until scientific evidence demonstrates that

it does not present risks to protected habitats.

SCIENTIFIC CERTAINTY AND HABITATS CONCERNS

Global warming caused by the burning of fossil fuels is a scientific fact based on

overwhelming evidence and is accepted by the Department for Energy and Climate

Change. Sea level rise caused by global warming is expected to reduce the protected

intertidal habitat in the Severn Estuary by three quarters this century. DECC's former

Chief Scientific Advisor reported to DECC that shale gas is likely to lead to further

global warming unless the fuels displaced are not burned. DECC has no means to

prevent displaced fuel being burned elsewhere. The HRA ignores climate change and

the further negative impacts on habitats that will result from exploiting a new fossil fuel

source.

C O N C L U S I O N

Via this consultation, Frack Free Chew Valley calls for each of the coastal Somerset

licence blocks to be revoked on the basis that to issue them would be done in the full

knowledge that the protected habitats they contain will be put at further risk from sea

level rise caused by the burning of a new fossil fuel and on the basis that other threats

such as contamination by surface spillage, leaks and well failure have not been

considered relevant nor adequately taken into account.

Further global climate change and habitat loss is not in the national interest.
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Dated: ………………………………………….

Signed : ………………………………………..

On behalf of : Frack Free Chew Valley
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